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Abstract—In recent years, large enterprises (e.g., Google,
Alibaba, etc.) have been building and deploying their wide-area
routers based on shallow-buffered switching chips. However, with
legacy reactive transport (e.g., TCP Cubic), shallow buffer can
easily get overwhelmed by large BDP wide-area traffic, leading
to high packet losses and degraded throughput. To address it, we
ask: can we design a transport to simultaneously achieve high
throughput and low loss for shallow-buffered WAN?
We answer this question affirmatively by employing proactive
congestion control (PCC). However, two issues exist for existing
PCC to work on WAN. Firstly, wide-area traffics have diverse
RTTs, leading to what we called imperfect scheduling issue (e.g.,
data crash in time). Secondly, there is one RTT delay for credits to
trigger data sending, which may degrade network performance.
Therefore, we propose a novel PCC design - F LASH PASS.
To address the first issue, F LASH PASS adopts sender-driven
emulation process with send time calibration to avoid the data
packet crash. To address the second issue, F LASH PASS enables
early data transmission in the starting phase, and incorporates an
over-provisioning with selective dropping mechanism for efficient
credit allocation in the finishing phase. Our evaluation with
production workload demonstrates that F LASH PASS reduces the
overall flow completion times of TCP Cubic and ExpressPass by
up to 32% and 11.4%, and the 99-th tail completion times of
small flows by up to 49.5% and 38%, respectively.

I. I NTRODUCTION
With the prevalence of the geo-distributed web applications
and services, wide-area network (WAN) is becoming an increasingly important cloud infrastructure [1]–[5]. For example,
Google [3] reveals that its inter-datacenter wide-area traffic has
been growing exponentially with a doubling of every 9 months
in recent 5 years. This pushes the WAN facility to evolve much
faster than the rest of its infrastructure components.
To scale the wide-area network cost-effectively and flexibly,
large enterprises such as Google and Alibaba have been building and deploying their customized wide-area routers based
on shallow-buffered commodity switching chips [1], [6]–[9]
(§II-A). However, conventional wisdom [10] dictates that
buffer size of one bandwidth-delay product (BDP) is required
to achieve full link utilization in the worst (synchronized) case.
Thus, the cheap shallow-buffered WAN gear imposes stringent
requirements on the underlying transport protocols.
We revisit the buffer sizing problem with the newly evolved
TCP-style reactive congestion control (RCC) [11]–[15] algorithms, and find that shallow buffer can easily get overwhelmed by the wide-area traffic (§II-B). Specifically, running
legacy reactive transport protocols over shallow-buffered WAN
may lead to either high packet losses or degraded throughput
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Fig. 1: Design space of transport protocols.
or both. To mitigate these problems, current practice seeks
help from global traffic engineering [1]–[3], end-host rate
limiting [4], or traffic scheduling with differentiated services.
Instead, we ask the question: can we design a transport
to simultaneously achieve low loss rate and high throughput
under shallow-buffered WAN? Inspired by the emerging proactive congestion control (PCC) [18]–[23] design (Figure 1), we
answer this question affirmatively by taking the initiative to
extend the PCC idea for shallow-buffered WAN.
However, while PCC has been proven to work well in
datacenter network (DCN), we find several practicality issues
to make it work on WAN (§II-C). First of all, centralized
PCC [18] and switch-assisted PCC [19] protocols impose high
requirements on network facilities (e.g., cutting payload [24])
and hence are either unscalable or impractical. Besides, some
receiver-driven protocols like Homa [21] are based on the
assumption of single bottleneck between the top-of-rack (ToR)
switch and receiver, which does not hold on WAN.
While credit-emulated PCC like ExpressPass [20] seems to
work, we find it may suffer from efficiency issues on WAN.
Firstly, unlike homogeneous DCN, wide-area traffics have
much diverse RTTs. The well scheduled credits on the reverse
path may still trigger data packet crush on the data forward
path due to different turn-around times. Secondly, there is one
RTT delay for credits to trigger data sending for both starting
phase (to start data sending quicker) and finishing phase (to
stop credit generation in time) in PCC. Such an overhead is
prohibitive given much higher RTT on WAN.
Therefore, we propose a novel PCC solution - F LASH PASS
to address these challenges (§III). Firstly, to address the imperfect credit scheduling issue, F LASH PASS leverages a senderdriven emulation process together with send time calibration.
Unlike receiver-driven protocols, sender-driven F LASH PASS
can exactly rehearse the future data sending in the same
direction on the emulation network. With the addition of the
timestamp information on the emulation and credit packets,

TABLE I: Buffer size for commodity switching chips.
Switching Chips
Capacity (ports × BW)
Total Buffer
Buffer per port
Buffer per port per Gbps
a BCM is short for Broadcom.

BCM Trident+ BCM Trident2
48 × 10Gbps
32 × 40Gbps
9MB
12MB
192KB
384KB
19.2KB
9.6KB
BF is short for Barefoot (acquired by

BCM Trident3 BCM Trident4 BF Tofino
BF Tofino2
32 × 100Gbps
32 × 400Gbps
64 × 100Gbps 32 × 400Gbps
32MB
132MB
22MB
64MB
1MB
4.125MB
344KB
2MB
10.2KB
10.56KB
3.44KB
5.12KB
Intel in 2019). They are two dominant switching chip manufacturers.

F LASH PASS can strictly schedule data sending in the time
space. Secondly, to mitigate the impact of one RTT delay for
credits to trigger data sending, F LASH PASS leverages Aeolus [23] to enable early data transmission in the starting phase,
and further incorporates a credit over-provisioning mechanism
together with a selective dropping discipline for efficient credit
or bandwidth allocation in the flow finishing phase.
We measured the realistic workload on a production widearea network of Alibaba, and experimented F LASH PASS with
NS2 simulation to demonstrate its superior performance (§IV).
In static workload experiments, F LASH PASS achieves near
full throughput (9.14Gbps) with zero packet loss persistently
across various settings under the shallow-buffered WAN. The
throughput is up to 55.9% higher than that of TCP Cubic.
While comparing to ExpressPass, F LASH PASS achieves the
similar throughput with zero packet loss rate (up to 0.12%
losses for ExpressPass). In realistic dynamic workload experiments, F LASH PASS (with Aeolus enhancement) reduces the
overall flow completion times of TCP Cubic and ExpressPass
(also with Aeolus enhancement) by up to 32% and 11.4%; and
the reduction of small flow 99-th tail completion times can get
up to 49.5% and 38%, respectively.
We also presented a practical deployment analysis (§V).
Specifically, multiple queues and ECN marking/dropping
should be configured across the WAN (e.g., to coexist with
legacy TCP traffic), and an efficient transport implementation
is required. However, building a fully functional prototype is
beyond the scope of this paper. Our hope is that the design,
analysis, and extensive simulations conducted in this paper will
pave the way for the next step of prototyping and deployment.
II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
A. Shallow-buffered Network
The last decade has witnessed an exponential growth of web
applications and services (e.g., web search, cloud computing,
social networking, etc.). This drives the large Internet companies (e.g., Google [25], Microsoft [26], Facebook [27], and
Alibaba [28], etc.) to build the modern data centers (DCs)
at an unforeseen speed and scale across the globe. With the
ever-increasing communication demand, traditional network
infrastructure built with commercial switches [29] fall short
to meet the scale, management, and cost requirements.
To address it, inspired by the then-emerging merchant
switching silicon industry [6], large enterprises start to build
and deploy their own customized networking hardware both on
WAN [1], [8] and DCN [6], [7]. However, while the cuttingedge merchant silicon provides the highest bandwidth density
in a cost effective way, the shallow buffer (Table I [9]) shipped
with it can degrade the network performance to a great extent.

For example, Google has reported its experience of high packet
losses on the shallow-buffered WAN [1] and DCN [7].
The buffer pressure is especially high for WAN communication. Conventional wisdom on buffer sizing problem [10]
dictates that one bandwidth-delay product (BDP) buffering is
required to achieve full link utilization in the worst case (i.e.,
with synchronized flows). However, the commodity switching
chips provide shallow buffer of less than 20KB per port per
Gbps according to Table I. That is even lower than 0.1% of
WAN BDP (25MB per Gbps assuming 200ms RTT). Thus,
it is extremely challenging to deliver low loss rate and high
throughput simultaneously on shallow-buffered WAN.
B. Reactive congestion control (RCC) is insufficient
We revisit the buffer sizing [10] problem, and see if the
state-of-art reactive congestion control (RCC) protocols [11]–
[15] perform well for shallow-buffered WAN. The theoretical
analysis is summarized in Table II:
• TCP NewReno [11] is the seminal loss-based congestion
control algorithm. It follows the additive-increase and
multiplicative-decrease (AIMD) control rule. The conventional buffer sizing theory [10] indicates one BDP buffer
is required for full link utilization.
• TCP Cubic [12] is loss-based congestion control and
enabled by default in Linux system. It increases window
size based on a cubic function of time and decreases
multiplicatively by a fraction of β=0.2 by default on loss.
The resulting buffer requirement is BDP/4.
• TCP Vegas [13] reacts to both delay and loss signal. It
applies additive-increase and additive-decrease (AIAD)
control rule based on delay signal to control the lower
and upper bound of excessive packets in flight, and
also performs multiplicative decrease on loss signal. The
buffer requirement is 5×flow# packets.
• Copa [14] is based on delay signal. It adjusts sending
rate towards 1/(δdq ) by AIAD control rule, where dq is
the measured queueing delay. With default δ = 0.5, the
buffer requirement is 5×flow# packets.
• BBR [15] is model-based congestion control. It tries to
drive the transport to the theoretical optimal point [30]
based on accurate bandwidth and RTT estimation. BBR
bounds the inflight packets to cwnd gain×BDP by default. However, accurate bandwidth estimation is difficult
to achieve, often leading to high buffering in practice.
Based on the analysis, we find that the reactive congestion
control protocols all require non-negligible buffering for high
throughput and low loss rate. Even worse, the buffer requirement is unscalable (in proportion to either network capacity or
flow number) as network evolves and traffic demand grows.

TABLE II: Reactive congestion control (RCC) protocols for WAN.
Protocol
Signal
Algorithm
Buffer requirement for high throughput and low loss
TCP NewReno [11] Loss
AIMD
β / (1 - β) × BDP = BDP (β = 0.5)
TCP Cubic [12]
Loss
AIMD
β / (1 - β) × BDP = BDP/4 (β = 0.2)
TCP Vegas [13]
Delay & loss
AIAD (MD on loss) (β + 1) × n = 5n pkts (n = flow#, α = 2 pkts, β = 4 pkts)
Copa [14]
Delay only
AIAD
2.5n / δ = 5n pkts (n = flow#, δ = 0.5 / pkt)
BBR [15]
No direct signal Not incremental
(cwnd gain - 1) × BDP in Probe BW phase (cwnd gain = 2)
a Copa and BBR are both insensitive to loss signal, i.e., they do not throttle their sending rates during fast loss recovery.
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Fig. 2: Performance of reactive transports under shallow buffer.
The solid lines indicate throughput (or tp) on the left y-axis,
and the dash lines indicate loss rate on the right y-axis.
Note that this problem is fundamental to RCC protocols,
because they can detect congestion only after the formation
of queues and require one RTT delay before taking reaction1
We run NS3 simulation to illustrate the performance degradation of reactive protocols under shallow buffer. We generate
200 parallel flows from different senders to single receiver
sharing the same 10Gbps bottleneck link with 40ms RTT (thus
BDP=50MB) for 5 seconds. We experiment buffer size of
0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, and 200 MB. Commodity
switching chips should have shallow buffer of no more than
0.2MB per port in 10Gbps network (according to Table I).
We enable selective acknowledgement (SACK) for efficient
loss detection and retransmission.
Experimental results are shown in Figure 2. We find that
the total throughput drops by 18%-37% as buffer decreases
to the shallow size (i.e., 200KB under 10Gbps). The loss rate
also increases dramatically for some protocols (e.g., 8.4% for
Copa and 5.1% for BBR). We observe significant losses at the
end of slow start (time at ∼0.5 second). This is because in
the slow start phase, window sizes are doubling every RTT,
resulting in packet losses of roughly half a window size at the
end. Therefore, we conclude that with RCC protocols, shallow
buffer can easily get overwhelmed by large BDP wide-area
traffic, leading to high packet losses and degraded throughput.
C. Proactive congestion control (PCC) as a solution
Inspired by the emerging proactive congestion control
(PCC) [18]–[23] design (Figure 1), we now explore the
possibility of employing PCC protocols for shallow-buffered
WAN. Unlike RCC that uses a “try and backoff” approach,
PCC operates in a “request and allocation” style. The key
1 We do not consider RCC protocols using advanced switch features such
as in-band network telemetry (INT) that are often unavailable on WAN (§VI).
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conceptual idea is to explicitly allocate the bandwidth of
bottleneck link(s) among active fows and proactively prevent
congestion. As a result, ultra-low buffer occupancy and (near)
zero packet loss can be achieved. Furthermore, PCC reaches
peak rate in roughly one RTT, avoiding the long convergence
time and high losses of RCC slow start.
However, as most of existing PCC protocols are designed
for DCN, many of them cannot work practically on WAN.
Centralized PCC [18] and switch-assisted PCC [19] protocols
impose high requirements on network facilities (e.g., cutting
payload [24]) and hence are either unscalable or impractical.
Some receiver-driven protocols like Homa [21] adopt simple
credit scheduling on the receiver side, assuming that there is
single bottleneck link between the top-of-rack (ToR) switch
and receiver. However, this assumption does not hold on WAN.
There are other receiver-driven protocols like ExpressPass [20] that leverage sophisticated credit emulation process on a separate queue for credit allocation. Unlike simple scheduling, emulation-based approach works for corecongested network (more practical in WAN). Figure 3 shows
an overview of receiver-driven credit-emulated PCC protocols.
Specifically, they generate credit packets on the reverse ratelimited path to emulate data sending. Each minimum-sized
credit packet (e.g., 84B) passing through the network triggers
the sender to transmit a MTU-sized data packet (e.g., 1538B).
Thus, the credit queue is rate-limited to 84/(84+1538) ≈
5% of the link capacity, and the remaining 95% is used for
transmitting data packets. This makes them possible to work
on WAN without assuming non-congested network core.
Therefore, we select ExpressPass [20] as our baseline PCC
design for WAN. We validate its superior performance over
RCC protocols following the same static workload experiment
in §II-B with the open-sourced NS2 simulation code [31]. The
results show that, ExpressPass achieves 9.5Gbps throughput
and zero packet loss when running static workload with same
RTTs on WAN (see more results in Figure 10).
However, we find that existing PCC protocols suffer from
several efficiency issues that are particularly serious on WAN
with different RTTs, especially under dynamic workload.
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Fig. 4: Competing flows have different RTTs on WAN.
TABLE III: Data crush of receiver-driven PCC (Figure 4).
Start time Credit send Data send
Data arrive
Flow 1
0ms
20-40ms
40-60ms
∼60-80ms
Flow 2
30ms
40-60ms
50-70ms
∼60-80ms
a Simultaneous data arrival leads to high buffering or packet loss.

Problem 1: Unlike homogeneous DCN, wide-area traffics
have much diverse RTTs (not as simple as cases in §II-B).
The well scheduled credit on the reverse path may still trigger
data packet crush or bandwidth under-utilization on the data
forward path due to different turn-around times of flows.
We illustrate the problem with a case shown in Figure 4.
There are two flows from host H1 and host H2 to host H3,
competing on the same bottleneck link that connects down to
H3. The RTTs are 40ms and 20ms, respectively. Both have
a traffic demand size of 20ms×linerate. Table IV shows the
running process of receiver-driven PCC protocols. Flow 1 from
H1 starts at 0ms, i.e., the credit request send time. After
half a RTT, i.e., at time 20ms, the credit request reaches
the receiver side H3 and triggers the credit generation. The
credit generation lasts for 20ms and stops at 40ms, which is
based on the traffic demand size. Flow 2 from H2 starts at
30ms and triggers credit generation from H3 during time 4060ms. Thus, the credit generation of Flow 1 and Flow 2 are
well interleaved. All credits then pass through the network
successfully. They trigger out the real data sending, and the
data arrival time are approximately 1 RTT after the credit send
time. Ideally (implicitly assuming the same RTT for different
flows in DCN), we expect the data packets to get through the
network without crush with each other. However, in this case,
giving different RTTs for Flow 1 and Flow 2 on WAN, we find
the data arrival times of two flows are the same, i.e., 60-80ms.
This leads to severe congestion, causing to large queueing and
packet losses in the shallow-buffered WAN.
In theory, maximum queueing Qmax can be calculated as:
Qmax = ∆RT T × linerate

30

(1)

where ∆RT T is the maximum RTT difference among flows.
We run simulation under the Figure 4 scenario with 10Gbps
links. We set a very large buffer size in the bottleneck link
down to the host H3. We set initial credit rate to maximum
and terminate credit generation as soon as the flow demand
is reached. Results show that the maximum queueing reaches
8532 1.5KB-MTU-sized packets or 12.5MB, which exactly
matches our theoretical analysis (i.e., Equation 1). This will
lead to severe packet losses on the shalow-buffered WAN.
While in another simulation, we change the RTT of Flow 2 to
be 40ms (the same RTT as Flow 1) and vary the start time to
be 0ms, 10ms, 20ms or 30ms; and repeat the same experiment.

We find that the maximum queueing length drops dramatically
to no more than 6 packets. This explains why ExpressPass does
not work well on WAN with large RTT difference, even if it
may work for homogeneous network such as DCN.
Problem 2: There is one RTT delay for credits to trigger
data sending. This impacts both starting phase (to start data
sending quicker) and finishing phase (to stop credit generation
in time) of a flow in PCC. Such an overhead is prohibitive
given large RTT on WAN. While we find that recent work
(e.g., Aeolus [23]) has addressed the problem of starting
phase and can be extended on WAN similarly, the problem
of finishing phase remains unsolved.
For the flow finishing phase, the delayed data sending may
either lead to low network utilization with default aggressive
credit generation, or possibly increase the flow completion
time by early termination of credit generation. As mentioned
earlier, to work for the core-congested WAN, existing PCC
protocols should leverage receiver-driven credit emulation.
Then, receiver cannot determine the exact amount of credit
successfully granted to each flow. This is problematic as it
means that the receiver also cannot determine the exact time
to stop credit generation. The receiver has two choices. On
one hand, if it keeps sending credits until getting the last data
packets, then there will be roughly one RTT wastage of credits,
leading to network under-utilization. On the other hand, if it
stops credit generation immediately when in-flight credits are
enough to cover the flow traffic demand, the flow may need
to request for more credits when some credits are dropped in
the emulation process, leading to higher network latency.
Figure 5 shows our experimental result of running realistic
workload on a network with an average flow RTT of 60ms and
bottleneck link of 1Gbps (same setup as §IV-C2). We generate
synthetic workload [32]. Flow sizes are varied from 10MB
to 80MB (based on our WAN measurement in §IV-A). The
average network load is set to 0.8 of the full network capacity.
We find that the credit wastage2 of ExpressPass can get up to
23.5% of the total successfully received credits. Notice that
the ExpressPass paper [20] shows even higher credit wastage
up to 60% in a workload with many small flows.
III. F LASH PASS DESIGN
A. Design overview
In this work, we aim to design a practical and efficient
transport protocol to simultaneously achieve high throughput
and low loss rate for shallow-buffered WAN (§II-A). Our
investigation over reactive transport shows its inherent insufficiency, requiring non-negligible buffering (§II-B). We then
2 The

credit wastage is measured by the received but not used credits.

turn to the emerging proactive transport. While revealing the
promising potential of the receiver-driven PCC protocols, we
also find two key technical challenges (§II-C):
1) How to schedule credits effectively without triggering
data crush even if network traffic has diverse RTTs?
2) How to generate credits sufficiently while not wasting
credits even if the granted amount is unpredictable?
The first challenge is fundamental to the receiver-driven
protocols. This is because receiver-driven protocols uses the
credit sending on the reverse path to emulate forward path data
sending. The network delay between receiver and bottleneck
link is different from that between sender and bottleneck.
Thus, interleaved credits passing through the reverse path cannot guarantee well interleaved incoming data at the bottleneck.
To address it, we propose to adopt a sender-driven emulation
mechanism. This ensures that the emulation follows the same
direction as the real data sending. Besides, strict timing 3
should be enforced to the data sending. This ensures that the
delay for emulation/credit packet to trigger data packet out
keeps constant, instead of dependent on the different RTTs.
To address the second challenge, we should keep generating
credits even if the expected incoming credits are enough to
cover the flow traffic demand (we call it over-provisioning).
This is to ensure that flows can finish quickly with sufficient
credits, even if the amount of credits successfully passing
through the emulation network and granted to the sender is
unknown. However, we should also make sure these overprovisioned credits waste no bandwidth, i.e., they should only
occupy the leftover bandwidth by the ordinary traffic. To this
end, we incorporate a selective dropping mechanism to grant
the over-provisioned credits in a “best-effort” manner.
Therefore, we propose a novel PCC solution - F LASH PASS
to simultaneously deliver high throughput and low loss rate
for shallow-buffered WAN. F LASH PASS is the first senderdriven PCC protocol. It leverages a sender-driven emulation
process together with send time calibration to effectively
allocate credits for bandwidth and eliminate the data packet
crush in time (§III-B). It enables early data transmission in the
flow starting phase, and incorporates credit over-provisioning
together with a selective dropping mechanism to efficiently
utilize network bandwidth in the flow finishing phase (§III-C).
B. Sender-driven emulation mechanism
F LASH PASS leverages a sender-driven emulation mechanism (Figure 6) to allocate network bandwidth without data
packet crush. The emulation process requires to separate the
network into two parts: an emulation network running on the
emulation queue, and a real data communication network on
the data communication queue. Emulation packet is set to
the minimum size, i.e., 84B Ethernet frame, including the
preamble and inter-packet gap. Each emulation packet passing
through the network triggers a credit return from receiver and
then a sender data transmission up to a maximum size Ethernet
frame (e.g., 1538B). Thus, in Ethernet, the emulation network
3 Existing
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TABLE IV: Interleaved data arrival of F LASH PASS (Figure 4).
Start time Credit send Data send
Data arrive
Flow 1
0ms
20-40ms
40-60ms
∼60-80ms
Flow 2
30ms
40-60ms
70-90ms
∼80-100ms
a Interleaved data arrival avoids high buffering and packet loss.

is rate-limited to 84/(84+1538) ≈ 5% of the link capacity, and
the remaining 95% is used for the data communication. Unlike
existing PCCs that send data packets as soon as credits arrive,
F LASH PASS encodes timestamps (T ) in its emulation packets
and credit packets, and grants data sending at exact time of
T + Twait to eliminate data crush at the bottleneck link. This
send time calibration mechanism effectively helps in avoiding
data packet crush in time as shown below.
Figure 6 shows the running process of the sender-driven
emulation mechanism. 1 At time T , a new flow arrives and
immediately generates emulation packet at full rate of the
emulation network. The emulation packet will compete on
the emulation network and get dropped if queues form. The
emulation network is configured with a low buffer of several
packets. 2 At around time T +0.5rtt, emulation packet passes
through the network and triggers the credit feedback4 from
the receiver side. And around half a RTT later, the sender
receives and records the credit packet. 3 At time T + Twait ,
the sender injects the data packet correspondingly into the data
communication network. Note that Twait should be larger than
the maximum RTT of the network5 . In this way, emulation network exactly mimics the bandwidth competition of the future
data communication network. If network is over-utilized, only
emulation packets get dropped on the emulation network and
data communication network remains zero buffering.
To further illustrate the effectiveness of sender-driven emulation mechanism, we compare the result of F LASH PASS
(Table IV) with that of the receiver-driven PCC (Table III) - the
running process both in the case of Figure 4. In F LASH PASS,
the Twait is set to the maximum RTT of the network, i.e.,
40ms. We find that the Flow 2 adjusts its data send time
to 70-90ms, and thus lead to ∼80-100ms data arrival time
at the receiver side. This effectively avoids the data crush
with Flow 1 during time 60-80ms as with the receiver-driven
solution. We should also notice that receiver-driven solution
cannot resolve the data crush problem in general by simply
adding a constant waiting time Twait , even if it seems to work
in this case (bottleneck at the ToR-to-receiver link). This is
4 Credit packets are seldomly lost (not in our simulation with perfect timing).
And we can put it on a high priority queue to avoid the unexpected losses.
5 Given a private WAN with shallow buffering, the maximum RTT of the
network can be obtained based on simple measurement of the baseline RTT.

Algorithm 1: Emulation Feedback Control at Sender.
Input : New Incoming Credit Packet
Output : Emulation Packet Sending Rate cur rate
Initialize: cur rate ← max emulation rate
/* Update the emulation loss rate
*/
1 loss rate = 1 − # credit in/# emulation out ;
2 /* Update sending rate every RTT
*/
3 if loss rate > max target loss then
4
cur rate = cur rate ×
(1 − loss rate) × (1 + min target loss) ;
5
6

else if loss rate < min target loss then
cur rate = cur rate × (1 + max target loss) ;

because in practice, bottleneck link may reside in any hop of
the network, and the time or distance to reach the bottleneck is
different and unknown for both senders and receivers. Thus, it
is fundamentally difficult to avoid data crush without faithfully
mimic the data sending from a sender-driven approach.
Emulation feedback control: F LASH PASS uses an emulation
feedback control to regulate the sending rate of emulation
packets. This is to ensure high bandwidth utilization and
fairness, which is similar to ExpressPass6 . For example, in
the parking lot scenario, naively sending out emulation packets
at linerate will lead to link under-utilization. To address it, a
feedback control is required for the emulation process.
Unlike data forwarding, the emulation feedback control
has low cost in its emulation packet losses and thus can
be aggressive in probing for more bandwidth. Observing this
characteristic, F LASH PASS adopts a simple yet effective lossbased feedback control as shown in Algorithm 1. The emulation packet loss rate is controlled between min target loss
and max target loss (by default 1% and 10%, respectively).
The rate adjustment follows a multiplicative-increase and
multiplicative-decrease (MIMD) control rule. With the record
of current loss rate and the target loss range, the increase and
decrease adjustment can be calculated precisely. In this way,
F LASH PASS emulation process can achieve fast convergence
to full link utilization. Notice that F LASH PASS emulation
process allows fast start for new flows while still guaranteeing
low credit waste with the selective dropping mechanism. We
also show that the feedback control algorithm here helps in
calculating the expected credits inflight (see Equation 2 and
more details in §III-C).
Sender-driven vs receiver-driven? There are both pros and
cons for sender-driven approach. On one hand, sender-driven
approach can emulate the data forwarding with precisely
interleaved arrival time at the bottleneck link, and thus can
practically achieve near zero buffering. This is the most desirable feature in our targeting shallow-buffered WAN scenario,
and explains why we choose the sender-driven approach in our
design. Besides, it does not need to ensure path symmetry like
the receiver-driven protocols, where data packet must exactly
follow the reverse path of the credit emulation.
6 More

detailed illustration can be found in Figure 4 of ExpressPass [20]
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On the other hand, sender-driven approach introduces half a
RTT longer delay between emulation and data sending. Such
a longer delay can have negative impact without careful consideration. In F LASH PASS, we have well handle this problem
for both the starting phase and finishing phase. Besides, it also
adds one-way more control packets. To reduce this overhead,
F LASH PASS adopts delayed credit sending. Specifically, it
waits for more credits of the same flow and feeds them back in
single packet if timestamp info indicates a long waiting time
for data sending. The delayed feedback credit packets should
include timestamps of all corresponding emulation packets.
C. Over-provisioning with selective dropping mechanism
To handle the credit delay problem in the flow starting
phase, F LASH PASS adopts similar idea as in Aeolus [23].
Specifically, new flows start at line rate in the first RTT before
receiving any credit (i.e., pre-credit phase). The first RTT
packets are marked as “unscheduled”. The unscheduled data
packets in the pre-credit phase can then get selectively dropped
if meeting the (non-first-RTT) scheduled packets in the network (similar to the selective dropping mechanism described
below). In case of first-RTT packet losses, a tail loss probing
is employed together with credit-scheduled retransmission.
To handle the credit wastage problem in the flow finishing phase (unsolved by Aeolus), F LASH PASS incorporates a
credit over-provisioning mechanism with selective dropping
discipline (a major contribution in this paper). Specifically,
F LASH PASS keeps generating emulation packets and triggering out credit packets even if the expected incoming credits
are enough to cover the flow traffic demand (we call it overprovisioning). While during the packet emulation process, the
over-provisioned emulation packets are selectively dropped if
conflicting with the ordinary emulation packets in the network.
This ensures that the over-provisioned credits only occupy the
leftover bandwidth not used by the ordinary traffic demand.
However, it is also challenging to determine the right time to
switch emulation packets from ordinary to over-provisioned.
To this end, we need to maintain an estimation of the incoming
credits. If the estimate cannot cover the remaining traffic
demand, emulation packets are set to be ordinary. Otherwise,
emulation packets are over-provisioned.
Figure 7 illustrates the detailed credit over-provisioning and
selective dropping mechanism of F LASH PASS.
Packet tagging at the end-host. The end-host maintains a
per-flow estimation of the incoming credit packets (Cexpected ).
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Fig. 8: Flow size distribution.
TABLE V: Traffic characteristic of a production WAN.
Flow Size (MB)
Flow Percentage

delay1

Average
65
•

Specifically, the sender end-host records the in-flight emulation
packets (Eout ). With the regulation of the emulation feedback
control loop, the actual emulation packet loss rate is expected
to be lower than max target loss most of the time. Thus,
the expected credits can be calculated following Equation (2):
Cexpected >= Eout × (1 − max target loss)

(2)

When the expected credit amount Cexpected exceeds the remaining traffic demand7 of the flow, the sender end-host starts
marking the emulation packets as over-provisioned, i.e., with
high dropping priority label. Otherwise, emulation packets are
marked as ordinary, i.e., with low dropping priority label.
Selective dropping on the network fabric. Based on the
dropping priority label in the emulation packets, network
switches selectively drop the high dropping priority packets
before low priority ones when network bandwidth is not
enough. Commodity switching chips cannot push out packets
that are already stored in the switch buffers. Thus, we can only
selectively drop packets at the ingress queue. To this end, we
adopt a feature of RED/ECN function, which is widely supported by commodity switches [33], [34]. Specifically, when
the switch queue length exceeds the ECN marking threshold,
the switch will mark the arrival ECN-capable packets and
drop the non-ECN-capable packets. Therefore, F LASH PASS
can repurpose this function to achieve selective dropping.
Senders can simply set ordinary emulation packets as ECNcapable and over-provisioned emulation packets as non-ECNcapable, to enable selective dropping of the over-provisioned
packets with high priority on the network fabric.
IV. E VALUATION
In this section, we present the detailed F LASH PASS evaluation setup in §IV-A, and conduct extensive experiments to
answer the following questions:
• Can F LASH PASS achieve high throughput and low loss
rate under static workload? In static workload experiments (§IV-B1), F LASH PASS achieves near full throughput (9.14Gbps) with zero packet loss persistently across
various settings under the shallow-buffered WAN. The
throughput is up to 55.9% higher than that of TCP Cubic.
• Can F LASH PASS reduce flow completion time (FCT)
under realistic dynamic workload? In realistic dynamic
7 We assume traffic demand information is available. If not, we simply use
the send buffer occupancy to calculate the remaining traffic demand [56].

workload experiments (§IV-B2), F LASH PASS with Aeolus enhancement achieves 28.5%-32% and 3.4%-11.4%
smaller overall flow completion times compared to Cubic,
and Aeolus-enhanced ExpressPass, respectively.
How do different parameters and components of F LASH PASS impact its network performance? We show the
impact of parameter settings of F LASH PASS in §IV-C1,
and validate the effectiveness of the over-provisioning
with selective dropping mechanism in §IV-C2.

A. Evaluation Setup
Schemes Compared: We mainly compare the performance
of F LASH PASS with TCP Cubic [12] and ExpressPass [20].
TCP Cubic is a loss-based reactive congestion control (RCC)
protocol that is enabled by default in Linux. It is serving
for the majority of the real-world wide-area traffic nowadays.
ExpressPass is one of the seminal proactive congestion control
(PCC) protocols. Based on our knowledge, it is the only existing PCC that can practically work on WAN. We use the default
parameter settings in ExpressPass. We have evaluated both
F LASH PASS and ExpressPass with and without Aeolus [23].
Aeolus is a building block for PCC solutions that improves
their performance in the pre-credit phase (i.e., first RTT).
Experiment Configuration: We build and run our NS2
simulation based on the open-sourced code from ExpressPass [31]. In the static workload experiments (§IV-B1), we
mainly use a dumbbell network topology as shown in Figure 9.
In the dynamic workload experiments (§IV-B2), we mainly
use a regional wide-area network as shown in Figure 13.
By default, the switch data packet buffer is set to 20KB per
port per Gbps according to the Table I. The emulation/credit
network queue buffer is set to 8 packets for both F LASH PASS
and ExpressPass. The selective dropping threshold is set to 2
packets for both Aeolus and over-provisioning mechanism of
F LASH PASS. The retransmission timeout is set to 200ms. The
packet MTU is set to 1.5KB.
Realistic Workload: We measured the flow size from a
regional wide-area network of Alibaba. The data are collected
on links between two data centers. The traffic running on those
links are mainly from a data storage service. The flow size
distribution is shown in Figure 8 and summarized in Table V.
Compared with the datacenter workload [35]–[37], wide-area
workload has much larger flow size (∼65MB) on average.
Based on our classification, there are more than 84.2% flows
that are large-sized with more than 10MB traffic volume. The
largest flows on WAN can get up to GBs (not shown in the
figure), which again are much larger than those on DCN. In our
realistic workload experiments, workloads are generated based
on traffic patterns measured from the production WAN. Flows

(a) delayi = U nif orm(0, 20ms),
i = 1, 2, ..., N ; N = 20.

(b) delayi = U nif orm(0, 20ms),
i = 1, 2, ..., N ; N = 200.
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Fig. 10: Static workload experiment results running on a dumbbell network topology shown in Figure 9. The blue bar indicates
the throughput (Gbps) performance on the left y-axis. The red line indicates the packet loss rate (%) on the right y-axis.
arrive by the Poisson process. The source and destination is
chosen uniformly random from different DCs.
Performance Metrics: In the static workload experiments
(§IV-B1), we mainly measure the throughput or network utilization, packet loss rate, and buffer occupancy. In the dynamic
workload experiments (§IV-B2), we use flow completion time
(FCT) as the major performance metric, which can directly
reflect the data transfer speed of network applications.
B. Evaluation Results
1) Static Workload Experiments: In this part, we evaluate
the performance of F LASH PASS under static workload experiments. We mainly use the dumbbell network topology as
shown in Figure 9. All links have 10Gbps capacity. There
are N senders that simultaneously transfer data to the same
receiver. The network delay from sender to the bottleneck
switch is set to a uniformly random value between 0 and 20ms.
We also test a case with identical delay of 10ms (i.e., 40ms
RTT). The sender number is set to 20 or 200. Flows start
randomly in the initial 0.2 second and run for 5 seconds.
Figure 10 shows the experimental results. Specifically, Figure 10a shows the results under 20 long flows with different
RTTs. The throughput is 6.4Gbps, 9.2Gbps, 9.1Gbps for TCP
Cubic, ExpressPass, and F LASH PASS. And the packet loss
rate is 1.7%, 0.12%, and 0 for TCP Cubic, ExpressPass, and
F LASH PASS, respectively. In general, F LASH PASS achieves
the best performance compared to Cubic and ExpressPass. It
is able to maintain near full throughput with zero packet loss
throughout all experiments.
As a reactive protocol, TCP Cubic achieves the lowest
throughput and worst loss rate throughout the experiments.
Compared to F LASH PASS, the throughput can get up to 35.9%
lower in the worst case (Figure 10c). This is because the “try
and backoff” nature of RCC leads to inherently high data
packet losses, and as well periodical under-utilization after
rate “backoff”. Besides, Cubic uses slow start to ramp up its
sending rate at the initial phase, which can lead to high losses
at the end of the slow start (significant losses are observed
during time at ∼0.5 second in our experiments).
While ExpressPass achieves similar throughput with
F LASH PASS, it has observable packet losses in the scenario
with different RTTs (i.e., Figure 10a and 10b). While the
packet losses only slightly reduce the throughput of large
data transfer in this case, it has much larger negative impact

on small flows as we will see in the dynamic workload
experiments. F LASH PASS can effectively resolve the imperfect
scheduling issue with its sender-driven emulation process.
Notice that F LASH PASS has a slightly lower throughput due
to the emulation packet overhead. In the static experiments,
there is one-way traffic only, which hides the reverse path
credit overhead of ExpressPass.
When comparing the case of 20 flows (Figure 10a) with
that of 200 flows (Figure 10b), the throughput is better while
the packet loss is worse for both Cubic and ExpressPass with
smaller concurrent flows. This is because more flows can lead
to better statistical multiplexing [10] and thus more stable
throughput performance in general. When comparing the case
of different RTTs (Figure 10a) with that of identical RTTs
(Figure 10c), we find that the packet losses of ExpressPass
are indeed caused by the different RTTs on WAN. Identical
RTTs also leads to lower throughput for Cubic because it
increases the probability of synchronized “sawtooth” (i.e.,
larger variation in congestion window or sending rate).
2) Dynamic Workload Experiments: In this part, we evaluate the performance of F LASH PASS under realistic dynamic
workload experiments. We mainly use the wide-area network
(WAN) topology as shown in Figure 13. There are three
datacenters (DCs) in the wide-area region, connecting with
each other by WAN links of 20ms, 30ms, and 40ms one-way
delay, respectively. All wide-area links have 10Gbps capacity.
There are 20 hosts in each DC connecting directly to the widearea border router each with a 1Gbps link. The DC link delay
is set to 10 microseconds, which is negligible compared to that
of WAN. The workloads are generated based on traffic patterns
measured from the production WAN (Figure 8). Flows arrive
by the Poisson process. The source and destination is chosen
uniformly random from different DCs. Therefore, the WAN
links and DC links should have equal load on average. We
vary the load from 0.4 to 0.8 of the full network capacity.
Figure 11 and Figure 12 show the experimental results. In
general, F LASH PASS performs the best for flow completion
times (FCTs) of both small flows (<10MB) and large flows
(>10MB) compared to Cubic and ExpressPass. Specifically,
for the best version (i.e., enhanced by Aeolus), FlashPass*
reduces the overall FCT by 28.5%-32%, and 3.4%-11.4%
when comparing to Cubic and ExpressPass*, respectively.
For small flows, reactive congestion control like Cubic adds
time delay for slow start and its inherent high packet loss also
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Fig. 13: Wide-area network (WAN) topology.
introduces high retransmission timeout overhead, leading to
much larger completion times than those of proactive transports. While for ExpressPass, it probes for more bandwidth
with much more aggressive credit control algorithm while still
keeping low packet losses and thus low timeout. F LASH PASS
improves the emulation process and achieves zero losses,
thus reducing the small flow completion times to a great
extent. When enhanced by Aeolus with linerate start (i.e.,
ExpressPass* and FlashPass*), one more RTT is saved for
credit packets to start data sending, resulting in even lower
small flow FCT. This is especially important when the average
network load is low. For example, FlashPass* reduces the
small flow FCT by 5.1%-16.4% on average and 24.3%-38.0%
at 99-th tail when comparing to ExpressPass*.
For large flows, due to shallow buffer and high packet
losses, Cubic suffers from low throughput and thus achieves
relatively high FCTs for large flows. While there are also
some losses for ExpressPass data sending due to imperfect
scheduling in time, the negative impact is very limited because
it does not reset its sending rate when loss or timeout happens.
However, it does waste some bandwidth due to the last RTT
credit scheduling. Such a credit wastage introduces severe
negative impact when the network load is high (e.g., when
average load = 0.8). F LASH PASS handles the last RTT credit
scheduling issue with over-provisioning and selective dropping
mechanism. Thus, the credit wastage is effectively avoided,
leading to roughly 10.2% reduction on large flow completion
times when comparing FlashPass* with ExpressPass*.

1) How do parameters of F LASH PASS affect its network
performance: In this part, we evaluate the F LASH PASS
performance under various parameter settings. First of all,
F LASH PASS sets the initial credit rate to the maximum of
the emulation network for new flows. This is enabled by the
low loss penalty of credit packets as well as the negligible
credit wastage with the help of selective dropping mechanism
of F LASH PASS. The linerate credit start helps to reduce
short flow completion times, especially when the network is
mostly idle. Secondly, the F LASH PASS emulation feedback
control loop uses two parameters, i.e., min target loss and
max target loss, to control the target credit loss rate. We
repeat the same experiments in §IV-B2 and Figure 14 shows
the results. In general, higher target loss rates lead to faster
convergence under traffic dynamics and thus higher efficiency
in utilizing network bandwidth, while lower ones have smaller
emulation packet overhead. Based on the results, we recommend default parameter settings of min target loss = 1%
and max target loss = 10%.
2) How effective is the over-provisioning with selective
dropping mechanism of F LASH PASS in avoiding bandwidth
or credit wastage: In this part, we compare the performance
of F LASH PASS with and without the over-provisioning with
selective dropping mechanism. We again use the wide-area
network topology shown in Figure 13. We generate synthetic
workload [32]. Flow sizes are varied from 10MB to 80MB.
The average network load is set to 0.8 of the full network
capacity. Figure 15 shows the experimental results. We find
that the over-provisioning with selective dropping mechanism
of F LASH PASS helps to save credits in the last RTT by 3.4%27% of the total traffic volume. This leads to a reduced flow
completion time by up to 19% comparing to F LASH PASS without the over-provisioning and selective dropping mechanism.

V. P RACTICAL D EPLOYMENT A NALYSIS
For practical deployment on the enterprise WAN, there are
some more requirements for F LASH PASS than the pure endto-end transport. Firstly, a separate emulation queue should
be reserved and rate limited on network switches for emulation process. Secondly, to enable selective dropping (§III-C),
single-threshold ECN marking/dropping should be configured
on the emulation queue. These requirements can be achieved
with commodity switches, but need non-trivial configuration
across the whole network. Thirdly, we also notice that PCC
solutions cannot co-exist with the legacy TCP protocols. A
straightforward workaround is to separate different traffic with
multiple queues, but may bring about some overheads.
Lastly, an efficient implementation of proactive congestion
control logic is required. Recent work [38], [39] presents a
Linux kernel implementation (based on Homa) that achieves
magnitudes lower latency than TCP. Specifically, a variety
of issues such as batching, load balancing, and realtime
processing, have been well addressed in the work. There
are some other efforts on realizing PCC protocols on userspace DPDK [23], or on congestion control plane (CCP) [40].
While these efforts have validated the feasibility of building
an efficient PCC network stack, prototyping a fully functional
F LASH PASS is our next step effort and is beyond the scope of
this paper. Our hope is that the design, analysis, and extensive
simulations conducted in this paper will pave the way for the
next step of prototyping and deployment.
VI. R ELATED W ORK
Reactive Congestion Control (RCC): The seminal work of
TCP congestion control [11] works in a reactive manner. It
detects congestion based on a delayed feedback signal (e.g.,
packet loss) from the network and reacts passively. Many
variants have emerged since then, e.g., Cubic [12], Compound [41], etc. Vegas [13] is the first delay-based protocol
to avoid intrinsic high loss and queueing delay of loss-based
transport. After that, many protocols [14], [15] are proposed to
use delay signal (either explicitly or implicitly). More recently,
PCC-Allegro [42] proposes to react to congestion based on
the measured performance. It is followed by PCC-Vivace [43]
and PCC-Proteus [44] that extend the framework to be more
efficient and TCP-friendly (e.g., on Internet). However, these
protocols are essentially reactive, and may hardly meet our
need on shallow-buffered WAN (e.g., TCP variants in §II-B).
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There are other RCC protocols designed in particular for
DCN. DCTCP [35] detects the network congestion with explicit congestion notification (ECN) signal. Following that,
many ECN-based protocols [45]–[53] are proposed. More
recently, HPCC [54] leverages In-band Network Telemetry
(INT) to detect rate mismatch, and adjust sending rates accordingly. These protocols require advanced congestion signals that
are not available or well supported [55] on WAN.
Proactive Congestion Control (PCC): PCC protocols propose to allocate bandwidth proactively. Centralized PCC [18]
regulates traffic rate with a centralized controller. Switchassisted PCC [19] leverages switch assistance in bandwidth
allocation. Both impose high requirements on network facilities (e.g., cutting payload [24]) and hence are either unscalable
or impractical. Some receiver-driven protocols like Homa [21]
employ simple credit scheduling on the receiver side. They
assume single bottleneck link between the top-of-rack (ToR)
switch and receiver, which does not hold on WAN. Other
receiver-driven protocols like ExpressPass [20] that leverage
credit emulation on a separate queue for bandwidth allocation.
However, they suffer from efficiency problems on WAN.
In contrast, F LASH PASS addresses these problems to fully
unleash the power of PCC on shallow-buffered WAN.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we reveal the trend of adopting shallowbuffered commodity switching chips on wide-area networks
(WAN). We then investigate its impact on network performance, and find the insufficiency of the TCP-style reactive
congestion control (RCC). To address it, we turn to the
emerging proactive congestion control (PCC), and propose
F LASH PASS. F LASH PASS is the first attempt to employ PCC
on WAN. It is also the first sender-driven credit-scheduled
PCC protocol. It leverages the sender-driven emulation process
and over-provisioning with selective dropping mechanism to
work practically and effectively for the shallow-buffered WAN.
Extensive experiments are conducted and validate the superior
performance of F LASH PASS under realistic workload.
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